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Abstract
One of the main problems of gas metal arc welding (GMAW) process is the generation
of residual stresses (RS), which has a direct impact on the mechanical performance of
welded components. Nevertheless, RS pattern prediction is complex and requires the
simulation of the welding process. Consequently, most of the currently used dimensioning approaches do not consider RS, leading to design oversized structures. This fact is
especially relevant in big structures since it generates high material, manufacturing and
product transportation costs. Nowadays, there are different numerical methods to predict the RS generated in GMAW process, being Goldak’s method one of the most widely
used model. However, the use of these methods during the design process is limited, as
they require experimentally defining many parameters. Alternatively, in this chapter, a
new methodology to define the heat source energy based on the spray welding physics
is exposed. The experimental validation of the methodology conducted for a multipass
butt weld case shows good agreement in both the temperature pattern (9.16% deviation)
and the RS pattern (42 MPa deviation). Finally, the proposed methodology is extended
to analyse the influence of the thickness and the number of passes in the RS pattern of
thick T-joint welds.
Keywords: multipass welding, analytic procedure, finite element method, equivalent
heat source, temperature distribution, residual stresses

1. Introduction
Gas metal arc welding (GMAW, also referred as metal inert gas (MIG)), is one of the most
extended welding techniques in metal manufacturing industry [1, 2]. Particularly, multipass
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welding in spray transfer mode presents uniform metal transfer to workpiece at high rate,
together with high arc stability and low weld spatter. For this reason, spray transfer mode is
especially adequate to join thick plate structures [3, 4].
Nevertheless, one of the main drawbacks of welded structures is the generation of residual
stresses (RS), which may compromise their mechanical performance. RS are generated due
to high thermal cycles in the welding process where non-uniform heating and cooling occur
[5, 6]. High thermal gradients generate inhomogeneous thermal expansion constrained by the
surrounding material, which presents temperature-dependent mechanical properties. This
way, the material at lower temperature suffers lower thermal expansion and presents higher
strength. Thus, they also limit the expansion of adjacent areas at higher temperature which, in
addition, present lower strength and, consequently, can suffer compressive plastic deformation.
Finally, during the cooling down process, the areas yielded at high temperature constrain the
elastic springback of not yielded areas generating internal stresses that remain on the welded
component. This RS can be tractive or compressive depending on the constraints transmitted
from the adjacent areas. As a result, tensile and compressive areas as well as the magnitude of
the final RS pattern depend on several factors such as structural dimension, welding sequence,
preparation of the weld groove, mechanical restraints or the number of weld passes [7–9]. In
general, tensile residual stresses are considered detrimental because they increase the susceptibility of the welded joint to fatigue damage, stress-cracking corrosion (SCC), structural buckling
and brittle fracture [6, 10, 11].
Figure 1 shows an example of the RS evolution of a determined point (dx, dy) of a plate near
the weld seam depending on the thermal history subjected during the welding process of a

Figure 1. Schematic of the RS generation in a generic point nearby the welded seam [12].
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butt weld [12]. It can be observed that from instant t0 to t2, the material is heated up as the
welding torch passes nearby trying to expand. The constraints of the surrounding material
limit its expansion in x direction up to εT2, and the initially stress-free material is compressed
yielding at σ1 and suffering elastic-plastic deformation εep2 at high temperature T2 up to σ2.
Then, during the cooling down process from instant t2 to instant t5, the elastic recovery from
thermal expansion is limited by the surrounding material. Consequently, tensile stress that
yields at σ4 is generated suffering plastic deformation up to σ5.
Figure 2 compares the RS pattern variation near the weld toe for a butt weld case depending
on the plate size and welding deposition rate. It can be observed that the distribution and
magnitude of tractive and compressive stresses completely changes when modifying any of
the selected parameters [13].
Due to the complexity of the multiphysics phenomena that take place in the RS generation of
welded structures, the estimation of their magnitude and distribution is not straight forward
[14, 15]. In addition, nowadays accurate experimental measurement of RS presents some limitations as experimental methods are not fully reliable and imply huge time and economic
cost [9, 16, 17]. Consequently, most of the currently used welding dimensioning approaches
do not consider RS. Therefore, current welded designs are in general conservative, leading to
oversized structures. This fact is especially relevant in big structures since it generates high
material, manufacturing and product transportation costs. As a simplified manner to take into
account RS, some authors consider the yield stress value as RS magnitude [18–20].
However, nowadays the RS distribution and magnitude can be estimated by means of
numerical simulation [14, 21]. As already explained, the RS generation in welded plates is
very dependent on the thermal pattern history along the whole component as well as the
materials thermomechanical properties. Thus, the procedure used to model the moving heat
source during the welding process simulation is determinant in the accuracy of the predicted
RS pattern [22].
Different approaches to model the heat source energy can be found in the literature. In the
early 1940s, Rosenthal presented an analytic model to consider heat source at a quasi-steady
regime, concentrated in a moving point [23]. Although the model could be applied in simple
geometries, it was not suitable to be used at plates over certain thickness [2, 6]. At the end of

Figure 2. Transversal RS distribution near the weld toe of a butt weld: (a) under high deposition speed in a big plate, (b)
high deposition speed in a short plate and (c) low deposition speed in a big plate [13].
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1960s, Pavelic et al. [24] proposed a procedure to model as a moving circular heat input area
with a Gaussian distribution of the heat intensity. The model considers that all the heat supplies occur through the surface, which also limits its use over certain plate thickness.
In 1984, Goldak et al. presented an alternative heat source model, known as the double ellipsoidal method or Goldak’s method, which is one of the most extended methods nowadays [25–30].
This method considers a double ellipsoidal power density distribution (Figure 3). This method
presents good accuracy even though it requires experimental run trials to measure the weld
pool. These measurements should be conducted during or after finishing the welding process,
which limits its use as a predictive tool [31]. In addition, the measurement of the weld pool
for certain configurations such as T-joints or L-joints is geometrically limited. In 1997, Wahab
et al. [32] developed some analytical equations based on experimental measurements to predict
the weld pool depending on the applied voltage, current intensity, welding speed and CO2%.
Nevertheless, even these analytical equations enable the use of Goldak’s method as a predictive
tool, it still presents a lack of precision with reported stress deviations higher than 100 MPa [10].
In 1998, Brickstad et al. [7] proposed a heat source modelling technique where the current
and voltage applied in the welding process were used as input parameters. The technique
was implemented to simulate a case study of a multipass butt weld of stainless steel pipes
by means of a two-dimensional axisymmetric numeric model. The validity of the model was
not evaluated against experimental data. In 2007, Barsoum et al. [33] implemented the same
technique also in a three-dimensional model to simulate a multipass welding of a tubular
joint. The results obtained in the experimental validation showed that even the temperature
prediction for a single pass butt weld was accurate, the model presents a lack of precision for
multipass cases. In addition, in this method the calculated temperature histories are set into
agreement with experimental data measured by thermocouples. If there is no experimental
data available, the welding parameters are adjusted to achieve a reasonable molten zone size
and distance to the HAZ from the fusion zone boundary [30].
Finally, from 2007 to 2009, Hu et al. [34–36] presented several works were a 3D mathematical
model was implemented to represent the physics of the plasma arc and the metal transfer in

Figure 3. Schematic of the heat source modelization with Goldak’s double-ellipsoidal method [25].
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order to solve accuracy limitations. This method, besides the computational cost, requires the
definition of many parameters such as the arc plasma viscosity, the arc plasma temperature,
the surface tension coefficient, etc. The complexity to determine those parameters together
with the high computational cost limits the use of this technique.
In general, the presented methods are sometimes imprecise or require defining experimentally
many parameters, which limit their use during the design process. As an alternative, in this
chapter an analytic procedure to calculate the welding process key parameters is presented.
The procedure is based on the welding physics for spray transfer, and the key parameters are
analytically estimated. Thus, the procedure feeds the FEM numerical model without the need
to conduct experimental process measurements, which enables to be used as a predictive tool.
The proposed procedure has been experimentally validated. First, the heat source model has
been verified, and then the temperature pattern and the residual stress pattern predicted by
the FEM model have been compared against experimental measurements. The main contribution of the presented procedure is that it provides an agreement between the accuracy of
the model in the residual stress estimation, the computational cost and the model definition
effort. In addition, the new procedure does not require any preliminary experimental welding
test data, which make it suitable to be used in the design process.
Finally, the proposed procedure is extended to a T-joint configuration with 70% penetration
in a thickness range from 20 to 60 mm to determine the influence of the thickness and number
of passes in the RS pattern.

2. New methodology to predict RS
The proposed methodology to predict RS consists of two steps. First, the process key parameters, which are the heat source and the welding speed, are defined. For that purpose, an
analytic procedure to determine the heat source and welding speed that ensure proper spray
transfer welding is developed. Then, an uncoupled thermomechanical FEM model is used
to simulate the welding process. This numerical model is fed from the previously defined
process key parameters.
2.1. Determination of process key parameters
The multipass spray transfer welding numerical model requires the determination of the heat
source energy and the welding speed as input data. Both parameters are estimated based on
the welding torch configuration and the cross section to weld.
Figure 4 shows the detail of the configuration of the welding torch, where Larc is the arc length,
LCTW is the contact to work distance and LSO is the wire extension or electrical stick-out length.
2.1.1. Heat source energy
The heat source energy is the thermal energy provided to the weld bead along the welding
process. This parameter is calculated considering the efficiency in the transformation of the
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Figure 4. Schematic of the welding torch configuration (adapted from [1]).

consumed electric power into heat power. This energy lose is caused by the wire resistance,
heat losses to the surrounding, the energy consumed in the gas or flux heating, etc. Thus,
efficiency can vary between 0.66 and 0.85 depending on the used facility [1]. Therefore, the
supplied heat power can be determined with Eq. (1):
PTH = η ⋅ I ⋅ VTot

(1)

where PTH is the supplied thermal power, η is the heat transformation efficiency, I is the current intensity and VTot is the total voltage.
In order to ensure proper spray transfer, the transition welding intensity between globular
and spray transfer modes is determined first. This parameter is dependent on the used
shielding gas and filler wire diameter. Thus, using current intensity values higher than
the transition current intensity limit value provides proper spray transfer. Figure 5 represents the correlations proposed by Norrish [37] to determine the globular-to-spray mode
transition current depending on the shielding gas for a wire diameter range between 0.8
and 1.6 mm.
The total voltage drop VTot is approximately the addition of the voltage drop in the electric
stick-out length Vso and the voltage drop across the arc Varc (2) [1].
VTot = Varc + Vso

(2)

The arc voltage drop can be obtained with Eq. (3):
Varc = I ⋅ Rarc + a0 + a1 ⋅ Larc

(3)
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Figure 5. Globular mode to spray mode transition current depending on the use of shielding gas for wire diameter range
between 0.8 and 1.6 mm (adapted from [37]).

where Rarc is the arc electric resistance, a0 is the anode/cathode voltage drop and a1 is the arc
potential gradient. The minimum Larc to ensure spray transfer has to be higher than 4.5 mm
according to Lesnewich [48].
The voltage drop across the electrode is calculated with Eq. (4):
L

so
Vso = ρs ___
I
Aso

(4)

where ρs is the resistivity of the stick-out material and Aso is the cross-section area of the wire.
The stick-out length Lso (Figure 4) is determined with Eq. (5):
Lso = LCTW − Larc

(5)

2.1.2. Welding speed
The welding speed is the velocity the welding torch advances along the welding bead. It is
assumed that GMAW process fulfils the mass conservation law. Thus, wire feed speed and
welding speed can be determined by Eq. (6):
Aso ⋅ vW
Aso ⋅ vW = As ⋅ vs → vs = _______
A

(6)

s

where vW is the wire feed speed, As is the weld pass cross section and vs is the welding speed.
There are two approaches to model the wire feed rate for constant voltage welding used in
GMAW, as suggested by Palani et al. (2007) [39]. The first approach consists in fitting the
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equation relating welding current and wire feed rate with experimental data. The second
approach consists in using the results of the experiments to determine the constants of proportionality for the arc heating and the electrical resistance heating.
In the methodology presented in this chapter, the second approach is used. Thus, the wire
feed speed is calculated with Eq. (7) [37]:
β ⋅ L ⋅ I2

so
vW = α ⋅ I + ________
A

(7)

so

where α and β are constants dependent on the used wire properties.
Moreover, considering different values of the constants (α and β) from several studies for
solid plain carbon steel wire analysed from literature (Norrish 1992 [37], Murray 2002 [40],
Modenesi 2007 [41], Palani 2006 [42], Palani 2007 [39]), it is observed that their difference
is negligible (Figure 6). Therefore, in the present work, it is decided to consider the values
defined in [37], α ≈ 0.3 mmA-1 s-1 and β ≈ 5 ⋅ 1 0 −5 A-2 s-1 for a 1.2 mm plain carbon steel wire.
2.2. Uncoupled thermomechanical FEM modelling procedure
Welding is a thermometallurgical process where the thermal field directly affects in the
mechanical domain response, but the effect of the mechanical field on the thermal domain
can be considered negligible as dimensional changes in the welding process are not representative and generated deformation energy is insignificant compared to the thermal energy
from the welding arc [43]. Thus, the welding process can be modelled with an uncoupled

Figure 6. Comparison of different approaches to determine wire speed based on welding intensity for carbon steel filler
(adapted from [37, 39–42]).
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thermomechanical approach where the thermal domain is solved first. Then, the mechanical
field is solved fed by the previously calculated thermal pattern history. Consequently, computational cost can be significantly reduced. Both equation systems are solved by using the
implicit direct integration method.
Even though both models are solved separately, they share same geometric model where just
the element type and restrictions differ.
2.2.1. Geometric model
The geometric model has to include the geometry of each welding pass based on the calculated cross section for each pass. According to Teng et al. [44], the flank angle does not have
significant effect in the residual stress value. For this reason, considering the real geometry
of the plates to weld, a flank angle of 30° has been selected to define the bead radius (see
Figure 7). The arcs for the bead in the rest of the passes are defined concentric with respect to
the last pass by keeping the value of the initially calculated cross section for each pass.
The model is meshed by using full integration continuum hexahedral elements (recommended) where the proper formulation is selected, respectively, to solve the thermal domain
and the mechanical domain (Figure 8a). The addition of filler material through each pass is
modelled by using the kill/rebirth method [13, 22, 26] (Figure 8b and c). In this method, all the
weld bead elements are initially inactive and, consequently, eliminated from the equation system. Then, elements are activated in function of the welding speed (vs), simulating the welding
torch pass. In order to ensure sufficient resolution in the transient temperature evolution, a
temporal discretization of one second is specified. Symmetry is not considered as an asymmetric clamping condition where just one plate end is fixed to avoid during the validation
the influence of the boundary restrictions in the predicted RS pattern (in accordance with the
used experimental set-up).

Figure 7. Schematic of the procedure to calculate the weld bead geometry for each pass for a three-pass weld case.
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Figure 8. (a) Example of a full geometric model of a multipass butt weld, (b) principle of the addition the weld bead and
(c) multipass welding modelling of a three-pass weld case.

2.2.2. Material
Temperature-dependent thermal and thermomechanical properties of both plate material and
filler material have to be defined to feed de thermal model and mechanical model, respectively:
• Modelization of the thermal field: Density, latent heat, thermal conductivity as well as
specific heat are required.
• Modelization of mechanical field: Density, Young modulus, Poisson ration, thermal expansion coefficient as well flow stress curves are required.
Regarding phase transformation effects, the aim of the present modelling methodology is
to reach to an agreement between the model simplicity and accuracy level. Therefore, even
effect of phase transformation in the temperature-dependent properties such as density,
thermal expansion or specific heat is considered, the mechanism of phase transformation is
not included in the model. Some studies in the literature as the work presented by PayaresAsprino et al. in 2008 [45] have shown that this phase transformation could be significant for
low temperature transformation (LTT) filler materials. However, in the present study, a conventional filler material is used, where the expansion that material suffers by martensitic transformation is relatively small and occurs at relatively high transformation temperature range.
Consequently, its effect in the generated residual stresses and distortions is not significant [46].
2.2.3. Loads and boundary conditions
• Modelization of the thermal field: Based on the previously exposed analytic procedure,
heat source is implemented as uniform body heat flux over the elements activated at the
rebirth speed corresponding to the welding speed. Natural convection of the free surfaces
as well as radiation should be considered.
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• Modelization of mechanical field: Clamping restraints have to be considered as boundary
conditions. In addition, temperature pattern is fed from the previously calculated thermal
model considering the rebirth speed corresponding to the welding speed. Once the welding process and cooling down process are completed, clamping restrains are deactivated
to obtain final RS pattern.

3. Methodology implementation and experimental validation
The proposed procedure is implemented and validated for a case study of three-pass
spray transfer butt weld of 10 mm thick and 200 mm length of two S275JR steel plates
(see Figure 9). The used filler material is a 1.2 mm wire diameter PRAXAIR M-86 according to the AWS/ASME SFA 5.18 ER70S-6 standard. Stargon 82, with 8% of CO2, is used as
shielding gas.
3.1. Numerical procedure
The heat transfer model as well as the mechanical model used for the simulation of the welding process of the selected case study is implemented in the simulation software ABAQUS™.
3.1.1. Geometric model
A critical activation length per second of 6.12 mm is calculated to ensure temporal discretisation of 1 s for the third pass, which is conducted with the lower welding speed. Consequently,
a 5 mm length discretization size, which ensures a temporal discretization <1 s for the three
passes, is selected for the presented work. Furthermore, it allows fitting exactly with 40 discretization volumes the 200 mm length of each pass.
3.1.2. Material
Table 1 shows the standard mechanical properties of S275JR structural steel used for the
welded plated and the PRAXAIR M-86 filler material at room temperature. As it can be
observed, both materials show similar ultimate strain and ultimate strength, but the yield
stress of the filler material is 45% higher.

Figure 9. Welding configuration of the analysed case study.
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σy (MPa)

σu (MPa)

A (%)

E (GPa)

S275JR

275

430–580

23

190–210

Filler M-86

>400

>480

>22

200

Table 1. Standard mechanical properties of S275JR structural steel [47] and PRAXAIR M-86 filler material [48, 49].

Temperature-dependent flow stress curves at a quasi-static strain rate for the filler material
are estimated based on S275JR data and considering a 45% higher temperature-dependent
yield stress value. The rest of thermomechanical properties as well as thermal properties are
considered the same as the base material. This simplification is considered acceptable according to the next statements:
• Considering same thermal properties as will have minor influence in the estimated temperature distribution and thermal expansion as both steels present similar, conductivity,
specific heat, latent heat and thermal expansion.
• Same temperature-dependent density and elastic modulus can be considered for both the
base material and filler material, as low variations in the content of alloying elements of
structural steels have insignificant influence in these parameters [49].
• The temperature-dependent yield stress of the filler material is assumed to be 45% higher
than the base material. As the plastic deformation level found in the welding process is low,
near the yield stress values, considering the same temperature-dependent tangent modulus will not have significant effect in the predicted RS pattern.
• The cross section of the weld bead is small in comparison with both plates’ cross section.
For this reason, considering same thermal expansion value as for the base material will
generate an insignificant deviation in comparison with the total thermal expansion. Consequently, it is considered that possible error gene rated from the previous assumptions in
the computed transversal residual stress will be negligible.
3.1.3. Thermal properties
Figure 10a shows the utilised temperature-dependent density, thermal conductivity and specific heat data for both filler and plate materials. Table 2 shows the considered latent heat and
solidus-liquidus transition temperature.
3.1.4. Thermomechanical properties
Figure 10b–d shows the temperature-dependent mechanical properties for both the base
material and filler material.
3.2. Loads and boundary conditions
3.2.1. Heat transfer model
Heat source and welding speed for the specified case study are obtained with the new methodology exposed in Section 2. First, in order to determine the efficiency of the used welding
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Figure 10. Temperature-dependant material properties. (a) Specific heat taken from [50], thermal conductivity taken
from [22, 51] and density taken from [46]; (b) Young’s modulus and thermal expansion taken from [52] and yield stress
taken from [53, 54]; (c) plastic properties for the base material [22]; and (d) estimated plastic properties for the wire
material.

Latent heat (kJ/kg)

Solidus temperature (°C)

Liquidus temperature (°C)

247

1500

1550

Table 2. Latent heat of fusion [36].

facility, simulations for an efficiency range between 0.6 and 1 are conducted. Table 3 shows
the heat source power for each pass calculated with the following parameters:
• Transition welding intensity for spray transfer: The use of a 1.2 mm wire diameter and
Stargon 82 as shielding gas, which contains 8% CO2 [55], determines a minimum welding
intensity of 245A to ensure proper spray transfer model. Therefore, for the present case
study, an intensity value of 275 A, 12% higher than the transition limit, is used.
• Wire properties: The resistivity value of the used wire is Rarc 0.0237 Ω [3]. The parameters a0
and a1 are set as 6.3 V and 1.55 V/mm respectively based on [4].
• Welding torch configuration: A 9 mm Larc (> Larc_min of 4.5 mm [38]) and a 30 mm LCTW are
Ω
defined. For carbon steels [1], a 0.2821 __
m resistivity of the stick-out material is set.
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Efficiency (%)

Power (W)
First pass

Second pass

Third pass

1

7755

7755

7755

0.9

6980

6980

6980

0.85

6592

6592

6592

0.8

6204

6204

6204

0.75

5816

5816

5816

0.7

5429

5429

5429

0.6

4653

4653

4653

Table 3. Values of the heat power for different efficiencies.

Welding speed to be implemented as element rebirth rate has been calculated for each pass by
using the parabolic model constants α ≈ 0.3 mmA-1 s-1 and β ≈ 5 ⋅ 1 0 −5 A-2 s-1 for a 1.2 mm plain
carbon steel wire [37]. Thus, the calculated welding speeds for each pass of the case study in
the present work are 545.33, 482.53 and 367.79 mm/min.
Finally, a natural convection boundary condition has been assumed in all surfaces exposed to
air of both plates and the rebirthed weld bead elements.
3.2.2. Uncoupled thermomechanical model
Temperature pattern at every iteration is fed from the previously run heat transfer simulation results. As a boundary condition, one of the plate end surfaces is assumed to be fully
constrained.
3.3. Experimental procedure
Figure 11 shows the CNC milling machined adapted with a Praxair Phoenix 421 welding
machine in order to perform the welding process automatically. This enables to control all the

Figure 11. a) Set-up to automatically perform the welding process and b) Detail of the welding configuration.
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process parameters such as the arc voltage, the arc length, the contact to workpiece length, the
wire feed speed and the welding speed along the whole process. In addition, current intensity
and voltage during the whole process are monitored by means of a TPS2024B Tektronix oscilloscope, a PR HAMEG HZ115 voltmeter and a LEM PR 200 ammeter.
In order to conduct the validation of the proposed modelling methodology, temperature patter evolution during the welding process and the RS pattern of the welded samples are also
measured.
3.4. Welding procedure
S275JR plates of 10 mm thick and 200 mm length are butt welded in three passes (Figure 9)
with a 1.2 mm diameter PRAXAIR M-86 filler material. Stargon 82, with 8% of CO2 [54], is
used as shielding gas.
Welding process parameters for each pass are previously determined with the proposed analytical procedure for spray transfer mode (Table 4).
3.4.1. Temperature pattern measurement
Temperature pattern history is acquired along the whole process to determine the welding
facility’s efficiency and to validate the numerically obtained temperature pattern. For this purpose two methods are used in parallel: (i) 10 N-type thermocouples (up to 1200°C) are positions parallel and perpendicular to the weld bead (Figure 12a) and (ii) a Titanium DC01 9 U-E
thermographic camera to record the surface temperature pattern evolution.
To ensure proper temperature pattern measurement with the thermographic camera, plates
are painted with a black colour high temperature-resistant paint in which temperature-dependent emissivity is already determined [56]. However, for better accuracy, the temperature
acquisition data of the thermocouples is used to calibrate the acquired temperature pattern.
3.4.2. Residual stress measurement
In order to validate the numerically obtained RS pattern and, consequently, the proposed
modelling methodology, RS measurements are conducted by using the hole-drilling method.
To conduct the measurements, Vishay EA-06-062RE-120 rosette-type gauges are placed parallel to the welding bead, at a 52.5 mm distance from the weld toe at both sides of the weld bead
as shown in Figure 12b. Then, hole-drilling tests are carried out in a CNC milling machine
according to ASTM E837 standard.

Pass

V (V)

I (A)

Vw (m/min)

P (W)

Larc (mm)

Lctw (mm)

Vs (mm/min)

1

28.2

275

9.2

7755

9

30

545.33

2

28.2

275

9.2

7755

9

30

482.83

3

28.2

275

9.2

7755

9

30

367.796

Table 4. Welding process parameters.
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Figure 12. Position of the thermocouples (a) and (b) position of the hole-drilling gauges in the butt weld.

3.5. Results and discussion
In this section, theoretical results and experimental results are compared in order to validate
the proposed modelling methodology. For that purpose, first the temperature pattern prediction, which determines the material’s thermal expansion, is compared. Then, RS pattern
generated by the thermal expansion is validated.
3.6. Temperature pattern validation
Figure 13 shows the comparison of the experimental temperature evolution along the three
passes and the theoretically estimated values for an efficiency value of 1. It can be observed
that both curves present same process dynamic, where the temperature peaks when the welding torch is near to the reference thermocouple can be clearly identified, followed by a progressive cooling down related to the heat evacuation. In addition, it can be observed that as
the cross section of each pass increases, the heat supply for each pass raises and, consequently,

Figure 13. Calculated and measured thermal cycles for thermocouple 1 with an efficiency factor of 1.
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the peak temperature value for each pass also increases. From a quantitative point of view, as
expected, a theoretical efficiency value of 1 provides higher temperature values than experimentally acquired curves as no power losses are considered.
For this reason, the efficiency of the used welding facility is determined comparing the temperature deviation of all thermocouples at each pass for the simulations conducted in an
efficiency range between 0.6 and 1 (Table 5). The results show that the highest accuracy is
obtained for an efficiency value of 0.8 with an average deviation of 9.16%. Therefore, it is
assumed that the efficiency of the facility is 0.8, which is in accordance with the efficiency
reference values found in the literature (0.66–0.85) [1].
Figure 14 shows the comparison of the theoretical and experimental temperature evolution
for thermocouple 1 for an efficiency of 0.8. An uncertainty attributed to a +/−0.5 mm thermocouple positioning error has been considered in the temperature validation. It can be observed
that the temperature evolution present presents a positive quantitative correspondence along
the three passes.
In addition, Figure 15 shows the comparison between the experimental temperature pattern
acquired with the thermographic camera and the numerically predicted pattern at the end of
each pass for an efficiency value of 0.8. Both temperature patterns show good correspondence
in the shape of temperature contours from the high temperature zone over 700°C down to the
lower temperature areas at 300°C (limit of the filter use in the thermographic camera).
Considering the low deviation (9.16%) in the temperature evolution prediction together with
the positive correspondence found in the temperature pattern contours at each pass, it is concluded that the numerical procedure to predict temperature pattern evolution of multipass
spray transfer welding is valid.
3.7. Residual stress validation
Once the performance of the proposed methodology in the thermal field prediction is validated, the RS field is verified to conclude with the model validation.

Efficiency

Error (%)
First pass

Second pass

Third pass

Average

1

21.94

20.02

21.77

21.24

0.9

12.8

10.46

16.7

13.33

0.85

8.47

5.82

16.68

10.32

0.8

3.9

5.31

18.26

9.16

0.75

3.45

6.57

19.82

9.95

0.7

6.61

9.97

21.44

12.67

0.6

17.44

20.24

31.17

22.95

Table 5. Calculated error for the peak temperatures at each pass for an efficiency range of 0.6–1.
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Figure 14. Comparative of experimental versus FEM thermal results for a butt weld with an efficiency factor of 0.8.

Figure 15. Comparative of experimental versus FEM thermal pattern for a butt weld with an efficiency factor of 0.8 (the
points in the upper images are the position of the thermocouples).

Figure 16 shows transverse residual stresses pattern obtained with the FEM uncoupled thermomechanical simulation. A high stress concentration in the clamping area where 6 degrees
of freedom are fixed is observed (in accordance with the experimental set-up). However, the
stress concentration located in the clamping is far enough from the area of interest, and they do
not have any effect in the residual stress validation process. Analysing the area of interest, it is
observed that even the stress concentration in the clamping area does not affect the area of interest near the weld bead, the asymmetry in the boundary restriction generates a mild asymmetric
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Figure 16. Transversal residual stresses pattern for a butt weld.

stress pattern at both sides of the weld seam. Consequently, stress paths at both sides, path 1 and
path 2 located in the maximum stress are at each side, are considered for validation purpose.
Figure 17 shows hole-drilling measurements of the transversal residual stress along half of
the length (0–100 mm) for both, path 1 and path 2. The results show three differentiated zones:
(i) compression zone (0–30 mm), (ii) transition zone (30–60 mm) and (iii) tensile zone (60–
100 mm). Additional measurements are conducted in the full length (at 160 mm and 175 mm)
to ensure that the RS path shows quasi-symmetric behaviour.
High scatter among the measurement repetitions, inherent to the measuring technique, is
observed, which is in accordance with stress deviations up to ±50 MPa reported by some
authors [57]. Therefore, average hole-drilling results at each position are considered for both
paths to perform the RS validation. Figure 18a and b shows the comparison between the
average hole-drilling results with their standard deviation and simulation results for path 1

Figure 17. Results of hole-drilling measurements for different plates and for both paths.
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Figure 18. Comparison of the FEM and experimental results for the results of hole.

and path 2, respectively. A positive correspondence is observed between the averaged measurements and the numerical results for both paths where the three zones, compression zone,
transition zone and tensile zone, show similar trends. Considering both paths, an average
error of 34 MPa, 35 MPa and 57 MPa for each zone, respectively, is calculated with an average
total error of 42 MPa. As observed, numerically predicted residual stress values are mostly
inside the measurement scatter band (±50 MPa [57]). Thus, it can be concluded that, considering the inherent error of the RS measuring technique, the proposed methodology to predict
RS pattern can be considered valid with an average error of 42 MPa.

4. Theoretical analysis of RS pattern on thick T-joint samples
T-joint welding configurations are one of the most widely used in a wide range of structural
applications. Particularly, when building large structures, T-joint of thick plates requires high
amount of weld passes, and consequently, the RS pattern varies considerably depending on
the plate thickness and the number passes, hence affecting to mechanical performance such
as fatigue endurance.
Nowadays, most approaches to dimension-welded structures do not consider RS real value
due to the difficulty of estimating them; hence, they tend to be conservative. However, recent
works [gure erreferentziak] have demonstrated that considering RS, the error for example in
fatigue life prediction can be reduced down to 15%.
In this section, the RS pattern of multipass T-joints at 70% penetration of S275JR plates
for a thickness range from 20 to 60 mm is evaluated (see Figure 19). Same filler material, 1.2 mm diameter PRAXAIR M-86 filler wire, according to the AWS/ASME SFA 5.18
ER70S-6 standard, and a quasi-constant weld pass section are considered for all cases.
Table 6 shows the studied case configuration data where dimensions (wide and length)
have been previously specified to avoid the influence of the edge boundary effects in the
RS pattern.
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Figure 19. (a) 20 mm-, (b) 30 mm-, (c) 40 mm-, (d) 50 mm- and (e) 60 mm-thick T-joint case studies.

4.1. Numerical procedure
In this section, the modelling procedure presented in Section 2 and validated in Section 3 is
used. As in Section 3, the heat transfer model as well as the mechanical model used for the
simulation of the welding process of the selected case studies is implemented in the simulation software ABAQUS™.
4.2. Geometric model
In this Section, 10 mm length discretization size is used, which ensures a temporal discretization lower than 2 s in all the passes. Figure 20 shows the numerical model of a 40-mm thick
case study with 14 passes (T-joint_40).

Case study

Dimensions

Number of passes

Thickness (mm)

Wide (mm)

Length (mm)

T-joint_20

20

120

150

4

T-joint_30

30

160

250

8

T-joint_40

40

200

350

14

T-joint_50

50

240

450

22

T-joint_60

60

280

550

31

Table 6. Case studies configuration data. Numerical procedure.
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Figure 20. Numerical model of case study T-joint_40.

Case study

Pass cross
section (mm2)

Process parameters

FEM input parameters

Welding
power (W)

Welding speed
(mm/min)

Body heat flux
(W/mm3)

Discret.
length (mm)

Kill-rebirth
rate (s−1)

T-joint_20

26.78

7201

388

23.37

10

0.65

T-joint_30

29.20

7310

356

21.82

10

0.59

T-joint_40

29.23

7311

356

21.82

10

0.59

T-joint_50

30.63

7471

345

21.82

10

0.58

T-joint_60

30.15

7567

345

21.93

10

0.58

Table 7. Theoretical welding process parameters and FEM input parameters.

4.3. Material
In this section, same material properties that are used in Section 3 are considered for S275JR
plates and the 1.2 mm diameter PRAXAIR M-86 filler wire.
4.4. Loads and boundary conditions
The main input parameters to be implemented in the FEM model, i.e. heat source power and
welding speed, have been defined according to the analytical procedure proposed in Section
2. Thus, welding speed to be implemented as element rebirth rate has been calculated for
each pass by using the parabolic model constants α ≈ 0.3 mmA−1 s−1 and β ≈ 5 ⋅ 1 0 −5 A−2 s−1 for a
1.2 mm plain carbon steel wire as previously specified. Table 7 shows the calculated process
parameters and input parameters for the FEM model.
Finally, a natural convection boundary condition has been assumed in all surfaces exposed to
air (in both plates and rebirthed weld bead elements).
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4.5. Results and discussion
Figure 21 shows the RS pattern in the normal direction to the weld seam for the case of 40-mm
thick T-joint as example. It can be observed that maximum stress is generated next to the weld
seam.
Figure 22 shows the evolution of maximum equivalent uniaxial RS in the critical plane, which
is especially interesting to conduct fatigue assessment [58], for different welded plate thickness. Two different trends clearly are observed:
• For low thickness, maximum uniaxial RS value increases from 85% of the yield stress
(235 MPa) for 20 mm thickness plates up to 95% of the yield stress (261 MPa) for 40 mm
thickness plates.
• In contrast, for thickness higher than 40 mm, it is observed that RS value decreases down
to 66% of yield stress (182 MPa) for 60-mm thick plates.
As temperature gradients are the main responsible for RS generation, these opposite trends
are attributed to the fact that when plate thickness is increased, two different phenomena
occur: (i) the increase of provided total heat (directly related with the number of passes) and
(ii) the increase of the heat absorption capacitance of the welded plates (directly related to the
increase of the total volume).
The total supplied heat energy Ein can be described as de product of the heat power supplied
Qin and the welding time t (8):
(8)

Ein = Qint

The welding time t is dependent on the total welding length Lw and the welding speed vs (9):
t =

(9)

⁄

Lw vs

The total welding length Lw is the product of the total number of passes n and the weld pass
length Lseam (10):
Lw = nLseam

(10)

Thus, Eq. (8) can be rewritten as follows (11):
nL

seam
Ein = Qin _____
v
s

(11)

The number of weld passes n can be calculated based on the total cross section to weld Aw and
each weld pass cross section As (12):
n =

⁄

Aw As

(12)
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Figure 21. RS pattern of case study T-joint_40.

Figure 22. Maximum equivalent uniaxial stress vs. thickness.

Figure 23 shows that number of passes n increases quadratic with the plate thickness th.
Consequently, it can be concluded that the total heat energy supplied to the welded plates,
which is proportional to the number of passes, also presents a quadratic behaviour.
On the other hand, Eq. (13) describes the heat capacitance Cplate of the welded plates:
Cplate = ρ Vplate cp

(13)
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Figure 23. Number of weld passes according to plate thickness.

where ρ is the plate material density, Vplate is the volume of the welded plates and cp is the
specific heat of the plate material.
Figure 24 shows the evolution of the supplied total heat energy Ein and the heat power supply to plate heat capacitance ratio Qin/Cplate with the plate thickness increase, which represents
the plate average temperature increase rate without considering heat losses through convection. It can be observed that, even the total heat increase presents a quadratic increase, the
Qin/Cplate ratio decreases abruptly with thickness due to plate volume and, consequently, heat

Figure 24. Evolution of total heat supply and heat power supply to plate heat capacitance ration with the plate thickness
increase.
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capacitance cubic increase. Thus, for plate thickness over 38 mm, the average plate temperature increase ratio is below 1°C/s. Therefore, it is observed that for low plate thickness, the
provided total heat is predominant over the heat absorption capacity. In contrast, for high
thickness, the heat absorption capacity increase overtakes the provided total heat effect.

5. Conclusions
In the present chapter, a procedure to predict RS pattern in spray transfer multipass welding
where the heat source is defined based on the welding physics is described and validated. The
procedure does not require any welding experimental characterisation to define FEM input
parameters, which enables its use as a predictive tool. Results showed good correlation, with
an average deviation of 9.15% in the thermal field and 42 MPa in the RS field.
Following, the influence of plate thickness and number of passes in the RS pattern of thick
T-joint welds is conducted. Results have shown that, in the studied range, the assumption of
considering RS value as the yield stress (YS) [18,-20] is reasonable for low thickness plates,
where RS around 85–95% of YS is observed. However, RS value can decrease down to 66% of
the YS for high thickness plate welds.
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